Second Factory: Issue Four

Second Factory showcases work from a variety of poets and artists in each issue. Spotted like a bird in the wild, heard as a grinding piece of machinery, Second Factory manifests in examples: an office park of shadows; a vast and boundless shed; a grape in the risograph; a butterfly in a net.

Work in this issue by Alana Solin, Blue McCall, Brittany Dennison, Heesun Shin, Jackie Braje, Jancie Creaney, Jarrod Annis, Josh Stein, Kristen Steenbeeke, Kwame Daniels, Margaret Yapp, Matthew Valades, Nate Berneking, Nathaniel Rosenthalis, Oliver Dybing, Olivia Tse, Rosemary Carroll, sadé powell, Samara Skolnik, Tony Mancus, and z.No Scott.
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